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Introduction

Linear growth rate is routinely used for benchmarking activities of turbulence codes. For

gyrokinetic full-f code ELMFIRE [1] this poses a challenge as it is intrinsically nonlinear full-f

code where the linear growth rates of single modes can only be observed by filtering nonlinear

data during or after the simulation, not by turning off terms like in other codes [3]. Another

option is to look at the linear growth of macroscopic quantities like heat diffusivity or the growth

of potential fluctuations without limiting the analysis to single modes. In a recent verification

effort where ELMFIRE results were compared to GS2 code [4] it was also noticed that global

effects have an influence on linear analysis close to the edge especially for frequencies [3].

There the frequency match improved significantly by increasing plasma current as orbit widths

are narrower which decreases non-local effects. In present paper, we discuss the methods and

test the code in a box-type geometry neglecting these non-local effects by turning off gradient

drifts. Results are compared to recently published results on box-simulations with fully-kinetic

6D code [5].

On linear growth rate analysis

For linear codes the analysis of linear growth rates is straightforward especially if the code

utilizes δ f and Fourier technique to solve the equations. However, for the ELMFIRE code,

which is intrinsically full-f nonlinear gyrokinetic particle-in-cell code, the linear analysis is

more complicated. At least three different options for this exists: 1) Filter the mode of interest

during the simulations (as in Ref. [2]), 2) Fourier analyse the nonlinear results afterwards or 3)

Look at the growth rate of macroscopic quantities like particle or heat flux in the linear phase

of the simulation. Filtering method was used in Ref. [2] for the code version which was using

quasi-ballooning coordinates. There, only one toroidal mode was picked up which also limited

the number of poloidal modes as the quasi-ballooning system optimizes the mode spectrum

so that modes near the resonant criterion of resonant surface are supported (see section 5.2 of

Ref. [2] for details). When filtering is not used during the run as done in Ref. [3] results are noisy.

There also quasi-ballooning coordinates were not used anymore but toroidal coordinates so

filtering would not have been straightforward. Third option is look at the growth of macroscopic
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quantities, such as heat diffusivity in Fig. 1, or the electrostatic potential fluctuation without

separating single modes. For the latter one, in full-f code, the complication arises from how

to define the "fluctuation" as one first needs to subtract the average of potential from the total

potential to get the fluctuation. Here, results may vary depending on if this average is time

average or some spatial average.

Simulation parameters

Slab-like version of the present toroidal co-centric ELMFIRE is used by neglecting the

terms which depend on derivatives of magnetic field from our equations of motion in the

otherwise toroidal code. Collisions are turned off. A constant magnetic field background with

Bt = 1.7T and Bp = 0 is assumed. Ion temperature in the middle of the simulation regime is

Ti(rmid) = 600 eV leading to vti = 2.3976×105, ρi = 1.472 mm and Ω = 1.6287×108 (mass=1

amu) for thermal velocity, ion Larmor radius and gyrofrequency, respectively. Hyperbolic tem-

perature profiles are assumed with Ti(r) = Ti(rmid)[1+ 0.02lx tanh((rmid − r)/(ρilxωTi)]. Here,

lx = 10π and ωTi and KTi are varied. Maxwellian distribution according this temperature pro-

file is initialized. Adiabatic electrons with Te = 4Ti are assumed and time step is ∆t = 10−7 s

(Ω∆t = 16.3). Geometry parameters correspond to slab box sizes Lx = 2 cm, Ly = 0.88 m and

Lz = 11 m respectively, and number of grid points in these directions is 30× 600× 50 to get

ρi/2 resolution in x- and ρi in y-direction. In the other case tested, more than doubled resolution

in z-direction was tested which required coarser resolution in x- and y-direction due to memory

limitation i.e. 16× 520×115 grid was used.

Results

In Fig. 1, the analysis of growth rate from heat diffusivity is shown. Between noisy start and

saturation of turbulence there is phase where the heat diffusivity grows relatively linearly in

logarithmic scale (similarly for potential fluctuations). This phase is here chosen by eye and

results are collected to Fig. 2, where the growth rates measured from heat fluxes and poten-

tial fluctuation levels are compared. Potential fluctuation is here defined as deviation from flux

surface average. Both methods are shown to give similar results. Since flux quantities are pro-

portional to fluctuation level squared, they are divided by two in the figure. Larger discrepancies

come from the different grid resolutions in the two cases. Increasing resolution in z-direction

increases the growth rates even when the resolution is decreasing in the other two directions.

Results are also compared to Ref. [5], where k∥ρi = 0.002 and k⊥ρi = 0.2 modes were resolved

with ∆y = 0.65ρi and ∆z = 65.5ρi grid. In present work the grid is ∆x = 0.45ρi, ∆y = ρi ,

∆z = 150ρi for the first case and ∆x = 0.9ρi, ∆y = 1.15ρi , ∆z = 65ρi for the increased reso-
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Figure 1: Between noisy start and saturation, linear growth can be measured from linear phase of

growth of heat diffusivity

lution case. Results are matching relatively well the results of Ref. [5] being between the two

simulated cases in the present work. One qualitative difference is that the simulations of present

paper and relatively constant as a function of κT which the reference values show clear growth

when κT increases. Reason for this difference is not yet known.

Conclusions

Linear growth rates measured from heat diffusivity gave growth rates which were, within

error bars, the same as measured from potential fluctuations. Benchmark to Ref. [5] also gave

relatively good agreement, but exact benchmark was not possible as same grid resolution was

not possible due to memory limitations. One uncertainty rises from that slab geometry was done

with toroidal code just by neglecting all the terms which depend on gradients of magnetic field.

However, there may be still some geometric factors left in the LFS of equation.
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Figure 2: Linear growth rates measured from heat diffusivity and potential fluctuation are compared to

values of Ref. [5].
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